Conventional nite di erence eikonal solvers produce only the rst arrival time. However suitable solvers (of su ciently high order of accuracy) may be extended via Fermat's principle to yield a simple algorithm which computes all traveltimes to each subsurface point, with cost on the same order as that of a rst arrival solver.
Introduction
Formally, traveltime is the solution solution of the eikonal equation jr (x)j = s (x) where s(x) is the slowness eld of a material supporting linear wave propagation. Aside from its wave applications (seismology, electromagnetics,...), this equation and ones like are useful in the calculus of variations, image processing (shape-from-shading, mathematical morphology, segmentation), di erential games, and so on.
Certain solutions (x s ; x) of the eikonal equation represent the time taken by a wave moving at slowness s(x) to travel from source point x s to x. For x near x s , these are ordinary di erentiable functions satisfying the eikonal equation in the usual sense. Also the traveltime has a well-known relation with the rays of geometric optics: the rays are the orthogonal trajectories of the wavefronts (level sets of ) (see for example (COURANT and HILBERT, 1962) ). However for heterogeneous slowness elds, transmission caustics develop with high probability at su cient distance from the source point (WHITE, 1982) . These are points at which may be computed via its evolution along a ray, but does not extend to a di erentiable solution of the eikonal equation in any neighborhood. Beyond transmission caustics, more than one ray passes over each point in space, so that the traveltime is multivalued.
The Rice Inversion Project, Dept. of Computational and Applied Mathematics, Rice University, Houston Texas 77005 USA, email symes@caam.rice.edu The theory of viscosity solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi equations, developed by Crandall, Lions, and others over the last 15 years (see eg. (LIONS, 1982) ), gives sense to the rst arrival time as a nondi erentiable solution of the eikonal equation. The nite di erence eikonal solvers of (VIDALE, 1988) , (PODVIN and LECOMTE, 1991) , (VANTRIER and SYMES, 1991) , and others owe their e ectiveness to this theory. On the other hand, it also explains why these method must compute only the rst arrival: these methods use nonlinearly stable upwind schemes borrowed from uid dynamics, which converge to the viscosity solution as the grid is re ned (see eg. (OSHER and SETHIAN, 1988) ). The geometrical theory of partial di erential equations interprets the global traveltime eld (all arrivals) in a sensible way (GUILLEMIN and STERNBERG, 1979 ), but does not provide any obvious means to compute this eld apart from ray tracing (which is indeed still the most commonly used technique). This paper explains a simple method for global (multivalued) traveltime computation, patching together local single valued solutions of the eikonal equation via Fermat's principle into a global traveltime eld which under the right circumstances contains all arrivals at every point. As we shall show, the cost of this computation is actually comparable to that of a single rst arrival computation. The method also retains the other advantage of nite di erence eikonal solvers, that the sampling of the output is uniform, on a prespeci ed grid, without the tendency of ray tracing to poor coverage in shadow zones and oversampling where rays converge.
The scheme described here is certainly not the only available scheme for global traveltime computation. The concluding section contains a brief comparative review of some other recently suggested methods. However the scheme of this paper is certainly one of the simplest.
Local Solutions: an ENO scheme
The traveltime (x s ; x) from a source point x s in a slowness eld s(x) > 0 satis es (x s ; x s ) = 0; 0 Wavefronts (x s ; x) = t are orthogonal trajectories of rays x(t), which are the rst component of the solution of Hamilton's equations dx dt = @H @p ; dp dt = ? @H @x where H(x; p) = 1 2 c 2 (x)jpj 2 is the Hamiltonian. The relevant trajectories of this system have initial conditions satisfying
so that one ray emanates from the source point in each direction. It's easy to see that H 1 2 along rays.
Locally solves the eikonal equation:
This is a rst order partial di erential equation, so can be solved by the method of characteristics (eg. (COURANT and HILBERT, 1962) , Ch. 1). This theory gives exactly the relation explained above between rays (which are the characteristics) and the solution.
The eikonal equation can also be solved numerically via nite di erence methods. A number of such methods are mentioned in the introduction. The work reported here is based on a class of high order nite di erence methods for the Hamilton-Jacobi problems (of which the eikonal equation is the quintessential example), (OSHER and SETHIAN, 1988 ).
This approach is applicable in any number of space dimensions, but will be developed here only in two dimensions. Write x = (x; z) and write the eikonal equation as an evolution equation in a space variable:
This is in general possible only in part of space, which may actually be void. We will discuss the meaning of this limitation below.
Grid the traveltime and de ne the one-sided x-di erences by That is, the formula takes information from the direction in which the rays are coming if that direction is signalled unambiguously by the signs of both rst di erences. If the signs di er, one of two compromises is made. This scheme can be shown to be the least dissipative rst order scheme which diminishes the discrete variation of D + as the z index increases, and is thus stable in a strong sense (see (OSHER and SETHIAN, 1988) for discussion and references). It is essentially the same as the scheme proposed by (PODVIN and LECOMTE, 1991 where m(p; q) is the closer to 0 of p and q if the signs are the same, and is zero otherwise.
The rationale behind the ENO approximation is that one should choose high order information from the smooth part of the solution. At a slope discontinuity of (curves of which emanate from certain caustic points), only one-sided second derivatives are de ned, which do not agree; they are well approximated by one sided second di erences, but not by the centered di erence which will diverge as the grid is re ned. Thus the onesided di erence will typically be smaller, and will be picked out by the rule. When the candidated di erences di er in sign, the curvature information is ambiguous so no correction is made; at such points (which are rare and isolated) the scheme reverts to rst order. Thus the least oscillatory one sided second di erence correction is Using these corrected di erences, de ne the second order ENO Hamiltonian:
To maintain second order accuracy, these formulae must be combined with a z-step of comparable accuracy. Osher and Sethian propose a second order ENO Runge Kutta step in z, leading to the scheme As noted above, the eikonal equation is not globally an evolution equation in z, so some modi cation is required to render the scheme explained above functional. The generally vertical orientation of waves in a re ection seismic experiment suggests one reasonable specialization: modify the eikonal equation to compute accurately only traveltimes along subhorizontal rays. This idea has been used to good e ect in (GRAY and MAY, 1994 With proper initialization on the depth surface z = z s , the solution of this equation is equal to the traveltime for points connected to the source by (unique, rst-arriving) rays making at all times an angle of less that max with the vertical.
To initialize for a point source at (x s ; z s ), solve the Riemann Problem: the modi ed eikonal equation with initial condition (x; z s ; x s ; z s ) = Z x xs s sin max :
The scheme explained above is an explicit (depth-) marching scheme, so as is usual for such schemes is only conditionally stable. The stability limit for z= x depends on the eld , so can be set dynamically to give the largest step consistent with stability, by subdividing z into substeps.
Note that rays must point outward at the boundary of the computational domain for this scheme to succeed: otherwise, traveltimes inside depend on (unknown) traveltimes outside. A robust implementation monitors the sign of x at the boundary. This scheme gives extremely accurate results in smooth models. Many tests with smooth migration velocity models have shown errors of << 1% on modest grids, when compared with accurate ray tracing. It can be combined with similar nite di erence transport solvers to give asymptotic Green's functions for modeling and migration (SYMES et al., 1995) . The extension to three dimensions is straightforward, and has been carried out in the 1996 thesis of M. abd El Mageed (available from the TRIP home page, http://www.caam.rice.edu/~trip.
Note the design limitations of this method: it computes only downgoing rst ariving traveltimes associated with rays lying within a prescribed aperture. Its accuracy degenerates at model discontinuities, as it is a nite di erence method and no special means have been taken to cope with model discontinuities. On the other hand it is stable through caustics and second order accurate in the smooth parts of the traveltime. We will discuss brie y some ways to remove some of the limitations of the method in the concluding section.
Global Traveltimes: Slowness Matching
In general, the ray construction of is only local, because rays cross. At and beyond such crossing points, the method of characteristics no longer determines the traveltime unambiguously. Consequently the eikonal equation cannot in general be solved globally by a single valued function.
For example, consider the sinusoidal waveguide velocity eld depicted in Figure 1 . In this example, motivated by a computation in (VINJE et al., 1993) , the velocity eld is given by c(x; z) = 1 + 0:2 sin 0:5 z sin 3 x Figure 2 shows rays traced from a source point near the center of the top of the model. Slow regions form lenses and create crossing rays, imperfect focii, and caustics (ray envelopes). Clearly one cannot assign single valued time globally in this model.
The method explained in the last section computes the rst arrival time eld with no di culty; contours of this eld appear as Figure 3 . However much has been missed: in particular the most energetic parts of the wave eld emanating from the point source are actually carried on later arriving convergent bundles of rays. (GEOLTRAIN and BRAC, 1993) discuss the serious consequences of omitting these arrivals from consideration in migration of re ection data, for instance.
Thus the challenge: to devise an algorithm which retains the e ciency of modern rst arrival solvers but compute all arrivals.
To arrive at such an algorithm, note rst that for downgoing rays (d =dz > 0) to arrive at depth z f , they must pass all intermediate depths. A second crucial point: this procedure requires only the ability to compute local, single valued time elds in (perhaps) narrow depth strips. That is, as long as z f ? z d remains small at each extension step, the eld dn can be computed by a local eikonal solver as in the previous section. Of course, the rst up eld can also be computed in this way by making the rst z d su ciently close to z s .
Even though the local traveltime elds are assumed to be single valued (and caustic free), the use of a method robust in the presence of caustics, such as the ENO upwind scheme, has the advantage that the method will compute at least some of the traveltimes in any case, rather than behave unpredictably.
The slowness matching procedure has an obvious numerical implementation. The local eikonal solver has already been explained. The intermediate depth levels are gridded. Find the slowness match solutions numerically, for example by enumerating zero crossings of It follows directly from Fermat's principle that this procedure actually computes all of the traveltimes along rays obeying the aperture condition at the chosen target depths z f . Concerning numerical accuracy, note that the ENO scheme described in the last section computes with second order accuracy, so di erence approximation will compute r with rst order accuracy. It follows that the solution of the slowness matching condition, hence the traveltimes and slownesses derived from it, will have only rst order accuracy even apart from the errors introduced by numerical root nding. These latter are consistent in order of accuracy; the upshot is that the computed multiple traveltimes should be of rst order accuracy in the grid spacing, even though the component local solutions are of second order accuracy.
MATLAB TM provides a convenient environment to test algorithms such as that just described. While the number of traveltimes to be recorded at a given depth level cannot be predicted, they can be stored conveniently in an array, since MATLAB permits dynamic rede nition of array lengths. The waveguide example (Figure 1 ) has an analytic slowness eld, and the ordinary di erential equation solver ODE45 computes trajectories of Hamilton's equations essentially to machine precision, thus giving \ground truth" against which to compare the output of the slowness matching algorithm.
Trial and error showed that z f ? z d = 0.25 km is a su ciently small depth interval to keep local traveltimes single-valued in this example. Figures 4, 5 , and 6 compare the ray trace and slowness match traveltimes at depths z f = 0.5 (one match procedure), 1.25, and 2.0 km. These results used x = 0.05 km, and show clearly the development of multivalued traveltime by slowness match. To illustrate the convergence theory sketched above, Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the same data, but this time using x = 0.025 km in the slowness match algorithm. The rst order convergence is clearly apparent, and the triplications unfold nicely. A \production" version of the slowness match algorithm is now in development, using a Fortran implementation of the ENO eikonal solver and a driver module written in C++. Output traveltimes will be stored in linked lists in this implementation, to accomodate their a priori unknown number.
The reader may suspect that the large number of local traveltime solves, and the enumeration of zero crossings, will make this algorithm prohibitively expensive. If the object is to compute the global traveltime eld corresponding to a single source point, then this thought would be entirely correct. However if a dense grid of n x sources is needed at surface, as is typical of applications such as Kirchho migration of densely sampled re ection seismic data, then the slowness matching algorithm becomes quite competitive with other approaches. In that case computation of the required local travel times takes at most same number of ops as n x global rst arrival solves, i.e. O(n 3 x ) ops. In fact, while there are say n d depth levels, hence n d times as many rst arrival solves, each one is only 1=n d times as large as a global rst arrival solve. The other contributor to the cost is the root nding step (the slowness match). At most this requires checking nx points on z = z d interface for each of nx points on z = z f , for each of nx surface sources, for each n d of depth level. This amounts to O(n 3 x n d ) ops. However the constant here is much smaller than that for the eikonal solves, and n d is a macroscopic number, having nothing to do with discretization. The upshot: total cost of the slowness match algorithm is proportional to nx 2 ops per source, just as for n x global rst arrival eikonal solves.
Extensions
The algorithm described in the preceding section yields complete traveltime information at the intermediate depth levels selected in the computation, and of course at the bottom. This su cient for modeling of transmitted waves, but for example Kirchho migration of re ection data requires a time eld throughout the grid, not just at a few levels.
A simple modi cation of the algorithm generates the global multiarrival traveltime eld on a full grid. In fact, one simply treats every grid row as a nal depth level (z f ), and proceeds as described above, except that z f is advanced while z d remains xed, so long as z f ? z d is small enough to keep local traveltimes single valued. Remarkably, the procedure remains economical: for each point on each interface, the points just above give excellent rst guesses for crossing points of rays, so only O(1) points need be searched, not O(n x ). So, despite n d becoming n x , the cost estimate is O(n 3 x ) once again.
Dropping the aperture limitation requires more serious modi cation. First, of course, remove the aperture limitation from the local traveltime computation. This can be done in various ways; see for example (VANTRIER and SYMES, 1991) , (PODVIN and LECOMTE, 1991) , (SCHNEIDER et al., 1992) . Then replace the depth range strips of the slowness matching algorithm described here by rectangular patches, in which local trav-Symes Traveltimes beyond Caustics eltimes are single valued, and perform slowness matching at their common boundaries. In contrast to the downgoing ray construction, in which there is a preferred direction, this isotropic algorithm must sweep through the network of rectangular patches in some order, and almost surely multiple sweeps will be required. Thus arises an interesting combinatorial problem: what is the minimum number of sweeps guaranteed to catch all traveltimes, and how should such an optimal program be organized? For discussion of a similar question in the context of rst arrival computation, see (SCHNEIDER et al., 1992) .
Assuming a reasonable bound on the number of sweeps, the economics of this algorithm compare favorably to global traveltime solves when a dense array of surface source points are required.
It is an annoyance that the order of accuracy drops because of the numerics of slowness matching. Improvement could come either by use of higher order ENO schemes or by use of averaging to boost the accuracy of the match based on the underlying smoothness of the local traveltime elds. Both options are under investigation. A side e ect of increase in accuracy would be a very simple proof of global convergence of the slowness matching scheme.
The enumerative approach to locating roots of the slowness match condiition is unnecessarily ine cient. A simple derivative free search, such as Brent's method (DENNIS and SCHNABEL, 1983) , (Press et al., 1986) , should reduce the cost of the search considerably. More accurate local traveltimes or an appropriate averaging procedure would make the traveltime second derivative accessible numerically, permitting Newton's method or a relative to be used (DENNIS and SCHNABEL, 1983) .
Three dimensional generalization is in principle straightforward, though issues of numerical e ciency remain to be settled. Maissa abd El Mageed has generalized the second order Osher-Sethian scheme presented above to three dimensions, along with a transport scheme for geometric optics amplitudes. The slowness match procedure requires nding solutions of two equations in two unknowns, which could be approached in the same way as in the two dimensional case. Obviously the bene t of the more e cient search strategies would be more pronounced in the three dimensional case.
For applications in wave propagation, such as high frequency asymptotic modeling and migration of seismic re ection data, amplitudes and phase factors (Maslov indices, (GUILLEMIN and STERNBERG, 1979) ) are needed. The local computations are already in hand. Extension of the slowness match requires computation of a curvature factor to combine amplitudes along ray segments, which will only be possible with extended accuracy via one of the methods outlined above. The Maslov index is immediately available in two dimensions, because of the ordering step in the algorithm outlined here -the index increments for each sign change of the arrival slowness, ordered by increasing takeo slowness.
Conclusion
The algorithm presented here is one of a growing family of algorithms for global traveltime computation. Of course global ray tracing is an obvious possibility, but su ers from the coverage problems mentioned earlier. These have been overcome by Vinje and his collaborators (VINJE et al., 1993) , who trace local ray segments to propagate wavefronts. They are able to follow wavefronts through caustics and compute a complete global traveltime eld. In one sense the slowness matching algorithm is similar to theirs: it uses local ray segments to propagate the traveltime on a succession of hypersurfaces, and regrids at each hypersurface. In contrast to the Vinje algorithm, The slowness matching algorithm computes the local ray segments implicitly, through the matching condition, speci es the target surfaces a priori rather than dynamically, and separates target surfaces by macroscopic distances, not depending on grid parameters. Note that the slowness matching algorithm also has a similar relation to other traveltime algorithms based on local ray tracing and regridding, eg. (VIRIEUX et al., 1992) , (Asakawa and Kawanaka, 1993) .
Other recently proposed algorithms are less closely related. For example, Benamou has proposed localization of Riemann solves in regions bounded by selected rays. Multiplicity of solutions occurs automatically when rays cross, (Benamou, 1995) . Brennier and Corrias have proposed an approach to multivalued eikonal computation based on concepts from kinetic theory. They replace the multiple valued traveltime eld with a density function depending on more parameters, which obeys a variant of the Boltzmann equation, (Brennier and Corrias, 1995) . This (incomplete) list of algorithms suggests the need for a careful comparison of numerical e ciency and accuracy. Such a comparison remains to be carried out.
The slowness matching algorithm introduced here has at least the virtues of simplicity (straightforward construction based on Fermat's principle) and conceptual thrift (reuse of well understood local eikonal solvers). It appears to compute reasonably accurate multiple traveltimes, and o ers a number of possible extensions to more complex settings of the traveltime computation problem.
